Introduction
Where does sentence meaning come from? Leaving aside the inference strategies targeted by the Gricean paradigm, formal models of the syntax-semantics interface have supplied a single answer to this question: the words of the sentence and the frames which those words project.
Since word combination in formal theory is inextricably tied to phrase building, the drivers of sentence semantics are not simply words but, more particularly, the heads of syntactic projections. The assumption that the licensing of sisterhood relations is the unique privilege of lexical heads is woven into the formal conventions of formal theory, e.g., phrase-structure rules like those in (1) , in which the 'optionality' of complements, specifiers and adjuncts is defined over a set of lexical classes distinguished by their projection behaviors: (1) a. VP → V (NP) (PP) b.
NP → (determiner) N Models of sentence meaning based on lexical projection provide a straightforward picture of the syntax-semantics interface: while words determine WHAT a sentence means, rules of morphosyntactic combination determine HOW a sentence means. While rules of syntactic combination assemble heads and their dependent elements into phrases, they play no role in either the licensing or construal of arguments. It is apparent, however, that the syntax-semantics mapping is less tidy than the foregoing statement would imply. In particular, the identification of licensors with syntactic heads cannot always be maintained. This is shown by the following examples, in which the projection properties of the boldfaced items are distorted in various ways.
These distortions involve, respectively, nominal morphosyntax (2), verbal thematic structure (3), and those aspects of verbal morphosyntax which are determined by the aspectual class of the verbal projection or SITUATION RADICAL: (2) Nominal Morphosyntax a.
Give me some pillow. b.
They sampled some wines. c.
She had a beer. I'm feeding him a line and he's believing every word. c.
She washes the car.
In (2a), a word which denotes a bounded entity, pillow, is embedded in the morphosyntactic frame ordinarily projected by a mass noun, while in (2b-c) the inverse is the case. In (3), two monovalent verbs, sparkle and bark are embedded, respectively, in bivalent frame comprising a location and a theme and a trivalent frame, comprising an agent, a theme and a goal. In (4a-b)
stative situation radicals are combined with aspectual operators which logically require tenseless propositions denoting events. In (4a), the state radical She like-him combines with a frame adverbial (in a minute), which is logically compatible only with those predications which do not entail downward to subintervals, i.e., telic events (Herweg 1991) . In (4b), the state radical He believe-every word combines with Progressive morphology. This combination is unpredicted by verbal aspect. Since the Progressive maps events to medial states, it appears to apply vacuously in this context (see Vlach 1981 , Langacker 1987 , Herweg 1991 , De Swart 1998 . In (4c), an event radical, She wash-the car, combines with Present inflection. While this combination is widely attested it too involves a distortion of verbal aspect: (4c) does not denote a unique event,
as would its simple Past counterpart. As a momentaneous 'sampling' device, the Present cannot accommodate the positive temporal profile of an event. Instead, the Present appears to index the class of stative situations, e.g., a state of the world in which car-washing takes places at regular intervals.
A model of the syntax-semantic interface based solely upon lexical-head licensing would, of course, fail to account for the fact that all of the examples in (1-3) have coherent, consistent interpretations. For example, the verb bark in (3b) is uniformly construed as denoting (metaphorical) caused motion, while the situation radical I like-him in (4a) receives an inchoative interpretation. Although these interpretive effects might be dismissed as the products of manner-or relevance-based implicatures, the relevant implications do not obviously qualify as generalized implicata: because they are based on the presence of specific lexical items, these implications, like conventional implicatures, are neither detachable nor defeasible. The foregoing examples therefore suggest that there is not in fact a single source of sentence meaning:
conceptual content comes not only from words but also from an inferential procedure which bridges semantic gaps in morphosyntax. I will refer to this procedure as IMPLICIT TYPE-SHIFTING, reserving the more widely used terms COERCION and COERCION EFFECT to refer to the enriched representations produced by the reconciliation mechanism in question. Our exploration of implicit type-shifting thus far enables us to draw the following three generalizations:
• First, semantic operators can apply even in the absence of an appropriate situation-type argument, since the argument can adapt to the requirements of the functor. This fact is difficult to model in a noncircular way, since a given operator must not only operate on the output of an inference rule, but also trigger the very inference rule which enables it to apply.
• Second, the patterns which trigger coercion effects do not have a uniform syntactic characterization. The coercion trigger may be a syntactic head, as in the case of the Progressive, where the auxiliary head be selects for a participial complement of the appropriate aspectual class, forcing a dynamic reading in the 'mismatch' condition (4b). The coercion trigger may be a specifier like some in (2b), which selects for a noun whose denotatum is a mass. Finally, it may be an open schema, as in (3), where the relevant sceneconstrual properties follow from the presence of specific grammatical functions, rather than being attributable to a given verb or argument.
• Third, coercion effects are produced by both TYPE-SHIFTING schemas and TYPE-SENSITIVE schemas. An example of the former is the Progressive construction. An example of the latter is the Frame Adverbial construction (3a).
Coercion effects appear to indicate a modular grammatical architecture, in which the process of semantic composition may add meanings absent in the syntax in order to ensure that various functors, e.g., the indefinite article, receive suitable arguments. One such model, proposed independently by both Jackendoff (1990 ) and De Swart (1998 , involves the interpolation of coercion operators in semantic structure. In the case of (2c), for example, a specific coercion operator would be used to derive a count type from a mass type, making beer a suitable argument for the indefinite article. The interpolated-functor model successfully extricates two widely conflated head properties-that of being a syntactic head (determining the distribution of the phrasal projection), and that of being a semantic head-calling for an argument of a particular type (Zwicky 1985 , Croft 1996 . However, this model also has three significant failings:
• First, it requires a powerful indexing mechanism to constrain coercion operations. Jackendoff (1997:50) notes this issue, pointing out that such operations might "insert arbitrary material into arbitrary arrangements". De Swart (1998:361) seeks to avoid such overgeneration by assuming that a coercion operator is introduced only when there is a trigger for it. For example, a 'unitizing' coercion operator might be indexed to the class of linguistic expressions requiring count-noun sisters, e.g., the indefinite article. However, by enabling a given linguistically expressed operator to invoke a given coercion operator on an 'as needed' basis we do not thereby ensure that that this coercion operator will appear only where needed.
For example, there is no obvious means by which to prevent the unitizing operator from intervening between the determiner the and a mass-noun sister (e.g., beer) in the expression the beer-an unwelcome result since this expression need not denote a portion or variety of beer. Coercion operations may be morphosyntactically invisible, but if their representation owes nothing to morphosyntax it is not obvious how they can be constrained.
• Second, it misses the following generalization: both the 'match' conditions upon which lexical projection is based and the 'mismatch' conditions which trigger implicit type-shifts are created by morphosyntax. On the modular account, there no obvious relationship between strict (projection-based) composition and enriched (coercion-based) composition. The enriched representations do not appear to owe anything to the syntactic configurations in which the particular functor appears. In fact, Jackendoff (1997:50) admits that enriched composition considerably complicates the syntax-semantics interface.
• Third, it cannot account for cases of template-based coercion, as in (3). As noted above, the coercion effects in question cannot be traced to the presence of a specific functor, be it a verb or an argument. Instead, the modulation of meaning is the result of the verb's conformity to a linking pattern whose valence set properly includes that projected by the verb.
• Fourth, it provides no rationale for the existence of type-sensitive operators. What use does an interpretive module have for a set of identity functions? Since functions in construal-based semantic theories are intended to represent cross-domain mappings, type-sensitive operators, whose input and output types are identical, appear to serve no explanatory role.
As an alternative to modular models, I will propose an account of implicit type-shifting based upon the grammatical construction. This account will draw upon the mechanisms and architecture of CONSTRUCTION GRAMMAR (Fillmore et al. to appear, Kay & Fillmore 1999 , Zwicky 1994 , Goldberg 1995 , Michaelis 1994 , Michaelis & Lambrecht 1996 , Koenig 1999 ). In this model, the grammar is a network of symbolic rules of morphosyntactic combination. As in Bybee's (1995) conception of morphological storage and processing, rules traditionally conceived in processual terms are replaced with schemas which differ from one another with regard to the level of specificity (e.g., whether or not particular words or affixes are invoked) and productivity, as determined both by the restrictiveness of the schema and its type frequency (see Bybee 1995:432) . In addition, constructions represent diverse formal objects. Grammatical constructions determine: constituent-structure relations, dependency relations, role-function linkages, linear orderings, and combinations thereof (Zwicky 1994) . Grammatical constructions are combined with one another, and with lexical items, via superimposition, a mechanism whose technical implementation is UNIFICATION (Fillmore et al. forthcoming, Kay & Fillmore 1999) .
Grammatical constructions refer in the same way that words do: they denote types-among them classes of entities and events. Accordingly, coercion is not merely the resolution of semantic conflict, but is instead the resolution of conflict between constructional and lexical denotata.
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This interaction is subject to a principle which I will refer to below as the Override Principle.
The construction-based model of coercion has the following explanatory features:
• First, it uses a single combinatory mechanism, the construction, to account for both coerced and syntactically transparent interpretations. Rather than representing a special form of composition, coercion effects are predictable by-products of construction-word combination:
they mediate conflicts between the meaning of a construction and the meaning of a superimposed lexical item. This means that the constraint which requires semantic concord between the syntactic sisters in the string a bottle also triggers the coerced interpretation found in a beer. Since this concord constraint is stated for a rule of morphosyntactic combination, the same construction underlies both strict and enriched composition.
• Second, it captures head-driven and non-headed (exocentric) coercion effects by means of a single combinatory mechanism. Since combination in unification-based syntax has nothing per se to do with phrase building, licensing is not the unique domain of syntactic heads.
Further, since its combinatory mechanisms are based upon schemas rather than sisterhood relations, Construction Grammar provides a straightforward model of 'functor-free' coercion, as exemplified in (3).
• Third, it predicts the existence of two sources of coercion effects: type-selecting constructions (e.g., Indefinite Determination) and type-shifting constructions (e.g., the Progressive). Type-sensitive constructions express concord relations while type-shifting constructions perform derivations. Both kinds of constructions denote types, whether entities or events, and invoke types. When the type provided is not the type invoked, implicit typeshifts may occur.
The remainder of this paper will be structured as follows. In section 2, I will describe the construction-based model and its unification-based implementation, using nominal syntax to illustrate both transparent and enriched composition. In section 3, I will apply the model to argument structure, drawing upon the framework developed by Goldberg (1995) . In section 4, I
will analyze three distinct types of aspectual constructions: aspectual concord constructions (as illustrated by the Frame Adverbial construction), aspectual shift constructions (as illustrated by the Progressive), and tense constructions (as illustrated by the Present in English and French).
Coercion by Construction: Nominal Syntax
Unification of constructions can grossly be described in terms of a metaphor involving the superimposition of slides. A lexical entry can be superimposed upon a construction (or vice versa) as long as the semantic and syntactic specifications on each slide "show through"-that is, provided there is no conflict among the specifications on the slides in the stack. The specifications take the form of attribute-value matrices: a list of syntactic (syn) and semantic (sem) attributes (both relational and intrinsic) with exactly one value assigned to each (including the value [ ], or unspecified). 2 Among the values of the sem attribute are the attributes INDEX and FRAME. The value of the index attribute is the referential index of the expression. The value of the frame attribute is the set of relations and participant roles which jointly define the type of the expression. The constructions themselves are represented as box diagrams. Each box corresponds to a node in a tree-structure representation, and contains an attribute-value matrix. In a branching construction, a lexical entry unifies with a single daughter box within the construction. The topmost attribute-value matrix of the construction represents the external syntax and semantics of the construction-that is, what instances of this construction 'count as'.
The traditional conception of a lexical head-as the determinant of the syntactic category and semantic type of its projection-plays a limited role in this model, as a default.
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Unification is used to represent a semantic dependency between two or more types which figure in the statement of a construction. When there is a concord requirement within a branching construction, the two daughter boxes will contain identical atomic values for the relevant attributes. When a range of values is possible, a concord requirement will be indicated by a unification variable, a numbered pound sign # preceding the empty brackets, e.g., #1. For example, each of the two daughter constituents in the Determination construction (the article and the nominal head) carries the attribute-value pair plural #[ ] (Fillmore et al. to appear: ch. 2 ).
This concord requirement rules out such tokens as *these person and *this persons. Functorargument relations are represented by the VALENCE attribute. The value of the valence attribute is the set of arguments which a lexical daughter (or its projection) requires, with intrinsic and relational information given for each member of the valence set. An argument of a functor (e.g., a verb) is represented as the daughter which unifies semantically with a member of the valence set of its sister, the functor. While some implementations of unification-based Construction
Grammar, e.g., Kay & Fillmore 1999 (as described in fn. 1), equate any failure of unification with ill formedness, I assume a coercion mechanism whereby constructional requirements (e.g., semantic constraints upon the head daughter) 'win out' over lexical features when the lexical item and the construction upon which it is superimposed have different values for a given attribute. This accommodation mechanism is described in (5) as the Override Principle:
(5) The Override Principle. If a lexical item is semantically incompatible with its syntactic context, the meaning of the lexical item conforms to the meaning of the structure in which it is embedded.
Under (5), coercion is a side effect of the ordinary semiotic function of grammatical markers rather than a special form of composition. Further, (5) targets a broader array of phenomena than do models based on the interpolation of coercion operators. Notice that the Override Principle refers to semantic incompatibility between a lexical item and its syntactic context, rather than merely to the lack of conformity between a particular lexical item and a given grammatical formative, e.g., the indefinite article. In construction-based syntax, meaning-bearing grammatical units like the indefinite article and plural suffix are seen as the semantic heads of PARTIALLY LEXICALLY FILLED CONSTRUCTIONS. This means that grammatical formatives are also grammatical constructions, and the Override Principle subsumes the classic cases of coercion. In addition, however, the Override Principle also explains the source of coercion effects which cannot plausibly be represented in terms of functor-argument relations. One such case is given in (6): (7), rather than representing both a lexical verb and a verb phrase, as required by traditional X'-based models:
The problem disappeared. (10) Explicit type-shifting. A shift in the designation of a lexical item (or its projection) by a grammatical construction with which that lexical expression is conventionally combined.
(11) Implicit type-shifting. A shift in the designation of a lexical item (or its projection) in order to reconcile semantic conflict between word and construction, as per (5).
Constructions which inherently perform type shifts differ from those which do not inherently do so. We capture this difference by drawing a distinction between CONCORD CONSTRUCTIONS and SHIFT CONSTRUCTIONS. These two classes are defined in (12-13):
(12) Concord construction. A construction which denotes the same kind of entity or event as the lexical expression with which it is combined. In the case of branching constructions, the construction and its lexical daughter have the same values for the relevant semantic features. Examples: Indefinite Determination, SM-determination.
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(13) Shift construction. A construction which denotes a different kind of entity or event from the lexical expression with which it is combined. In the case of branching constructions, the construction and its lexical daughter have different values for the relevant semantic features. Examples: Partitive, Plural.
While the Plural is a shift construction, it has something crucial in common with concord constructions like Indefinite Determination: it requires semantic agreement between its two daughters with regard to the boundedness, configuration, and number attributes. When the input noun does not match the semantic feature values requested by the Plural suffix, the result is coercion. As per the Override Principle, conflict is resolved in favor of grammatical meaning. Table 1 shows that the two types overlap in function, since both types perform implicit typeshifting. Why should this overlap exist? In the case of functor-argument relations, whose constructional analog is syntactic sisterhood, the basis of this overlap is easy to see. Both concord and shift constructions have unification requirements which involve semantic agreement between daughters. Since the Override Principle, as a constraint on conflict resolution, is potentially operative wherever sisters constrain one another semantically, the principle necessarily applies to shift constructions as well.
Argument-Structure Constructions
Another type of licensing relationship which is mediated by a construction within the Construction Grammar framework is the relationship between a verb and the thematic roles which that verb assigns. The relevant constructions are the argument-structure constructions, as described by Goldberg (1995) and discussed in section 1 above. These constructions are the source of mismatches between the event type denoted by the head verb and the event type denoted by the sentence. An example of such a mismatch is given in (14): (14) It worked, sir! We bored them right out of the game. (Marcie, Peanuts 10/97)
In (14), the verb bore, which is otherwise a bivalent verb licensing stimulus and experiencer roles, assigns an agent, a theme, and a goal. As a result, the sentence has a construal in which boring people is the means by which they are propelled in a particular direction. Under The argument structure projected by put is identical to that of the Caused-Motion construction.
The fact that instances exist suggests that cases of verb-construction valency mismatch like (14) are appropriately treated as cases of coercion. This in turn suggests the appropriateness of an analogy between argument-structure constructions and functors like the indefinite article-an analogy which Goldberg exploits when she identifies constructions with closed-class expressions (pp. 39-43). The fact that argument-structure patterns create coerced interpretations is relevant for our purposes because it provides further evidence that the Override Principle is best stated in terms of word-construction interactions, rather than functor-argument relations alone. There is no functor that can plausibly be seen as the trigger of coercion in the case of (14). Instead, the modulation of meaning is the result of the verb's conformity to a linking pattern. 
Figure 3. The Caused-Motion construction
As shown in Figure 3 , the Caused-Motion construction specifies only one argument linking: the thematic role of goal is linked to an oblique grammatical function. The linking of the remaining arguments depends upon whether this construction unifies with the Passive constuction or the Active construction. These two linking constructions are mutually incompatible. The Passive construction requires that the highest-ranking thematic role be linked to an oblique grammatical function. The Active construction requires that a nondistinguished argument (i.e., non highestranking argument) be linked to the Object grammatical function. In either case, the highestranking unlinked role will receive the Subject grammatical function, which must be assigned to one argument, as per the Subject Principle (Fillmore et al. to appear: ch. 8) . What is relevant for our purposes here is the attribute integrate, whose value is the set of verb-construction integration relations licensed by the construction. As described by Goldberg (1995: ch. 7), the Caused-Motion construction permits both instance and means relations. The particular relation selected is determined by the verb itself. As mentioned, verbs which are instances of the construction's semantics, e.g., put in the case of the Caused-Motion construction, license a theta frame identical to that of the construction. Verbs which have a means relation to the construction license a valence set which is properly included by the construction's valence set. This is the case in (14). We view (14) as a case of coercion simply because the Caused-Motion construction, like Indefinite Determination, can and typically does merely exhibit semantic concord with the open-class element which combines with it. In (14), concord is 'forced', via the Override Principle, as is the count reading of the noun pudding in the nominal construct a pudding.
Concord, or the achievement of concord, involves valence matching in the case of argument structure. This means that we must recognize concord requirements as facts about grammatical patterns, not merely functors. However, while we will view coercion effects through the lens of the constructional framework, we must also keep in mind that many such effects can also be seen as involving the resolution of conflict between the requirements of a given functor and the particular argument with which that functor is paired.
Argument structure also demonstrates the constructional basis of explicit type-shifting.
The Way-construction, described in detail by Levin & Rapoport (1988) , Jackendoff (1990) , Goldberg (1995) and Israel (1996) The meaning of the Way-construction, as described by the aforementioned authors, involves the motion of an agent creating a path by means of some activity or in a particular manner-in the case of (16-17), talking and snacking, respectively. The construction's head, an intransitive verb, denotes an activity which does not involve directed motion (e.g., neither talking nor snacking involve directed motion). The event denoted by the construction is an act of motion along a path.
There is no verb which licenses a theta frame identical to that of the Way-construction. In fact, verbs which do denote directed motion inherently are not welcomed by the construction:
(18) ??He walked his way into the meeting.
(19) ??She ran her way along the shore.
These facts suggest that the Way-construction is inherently a type-shifting device, since the event type denoted by the construction is always distinct from that denoted by the verb with which the construction combines. Figure 4 gives a representation of the Way-construction which reflects its role as a type-shifting device: the set of verb-construction integration relations does not include the instance relation:
Figure 4. The Way-construction
We will see below that constructions which perform explicit type-shifting can perform this function in a quasi-iconic fashion. These constructions are generally phrasal: the phrase contains a head and a complement denoting distinct semantic types. The head determines the type denoted by the construction. The Progressive construction, as we will see, conforms to this description.
However, our examination of the Way-construction has shown that explicit type-shifting via construction does not require the existence of a sisterhood relation. Explicit type-shifting entails only that the construction denotes a type distinct from that denoted by the lexical (open-class) expression with which the construction combines. As a shift construction, the Way-construction imposes aspectual constraints upon input verbs, and, as predicted by the Override Principle, it therefore also triggers coercion effects. Since the verb which combines with the construction is necessarily construed as an activity, verbs which do not otherwise have processual readings While blink and dive have momentaneous (semelfactive or achievement) readings under ordinary circumstances, they are interpreted as iterated events in the context of the Way-construction: the subject-denotatum in (20) is necessarily construed as having blinked numerous times; the subject-denotatum in (21) is necessarily understood as having performed a series of dives. Such iterated events, or event chains, qualify as activities, as I will argue in section 4.1 below. Since the construction requires that the input verb denote the means or manner of directed motion, rather than directed motion itself, verbs which inherently denote directed motion are not welcomed (see (18) (19) ). However, as Goldberg observes (1995:205) , verbs of directed motion are permitted in contexts in which "a basic-level motion verb is understood to imply motion despite difficulty":
(22) The novice skier walked her way down the ski slope. (=Goldberg's (22a))
The explanation which I offer for the relative felicity of (22) Smith (1997:73) analyzes imperfective marking as the means by which a speaker "presents part of a situation, with no information about its endpoints". This type of account is intuitive in that it based upon a visual metaphor: the grammatical aspects are lenses of various powers through which speakers view the event schemas denoted by verbs. It is difficult, however, to extend this model to other conceptual domains. If we were to say, for example, that the speaker who pairs a mass noun with an indefinite article is 'attending to the boundaries of the substance', we would miss a generalization: this speaker is presenting a mass as an individuated entity by using the syntactic structure otherwise projected by count nouns. By the same token, the speaker who combines a state verb with the morphosyntax typically projected by an event verb is presenting that state as an instance of the event category. If aspectual encoding is a form of categorization, it is reasonable to conclude that the ontological distinctions which figure in
Aktionsart-based categorization underlie semantic representation at both the lexical and constructional levels. Constructions, as we have seen, both denote and evoke event types. The invoked event type may or may not be identical to the type denoted by the invoking construction.
Invoked and denoted event types are identical in the case of concord constructions and distinct in the case of shift constructions. While only constructions evoke, both words and constructions denote. Therefore it stands to reason that aspectual meaning, whether expressed by a construction or a verb, should be represented in the same way.
If Aktionsart classification is to provide a unified aspectual semantics, than it must provide an inventory of types sufficient to describe all of the mappings involved in explicit and implicit aspectual type shifts. This system of representation must capture the fact that, for example, activities pattern with states for some grammatical purposes and with telic events for others. Thus, the inventory of Aktionsart types must be hierarchically organized. The primary ontological division in this hierarchy has an epistemological basis: states are those situations whose existence can be verified on the basis of a momentaneous 'sample', while event verification requires tracking over time. Let us illustrate this criterion by application to the least prototypical class of events-activities. As described by Langacker (1987 Langacker ( , 1991 She was short as a child
Once the duration of a state is fixed, as in (23a-b), it is 'tracked' in the same manner that an activity would be. Unlike activities, however, state phases do not entail energy input. For example, one can try to sleep or lie on the floor, but one cannot try to be sick for three days or to be short as a child.
The epistemic criterion described here is highly compatible with the picture of the eventstate distinction which emerges in the viewpoint-based models of grammatical aspect discussed above: perfective aspect involves 'endpoint focus' because the assertion that an event exists entails confirmation that this event has begun or ceased, or both. Under the assumption that grammatical aspect and Aktionsart have uniform semantic representations, we expect that categories at the two levels will have such isomorphic characterizations. Figure 5 gives a hierarchical representation of the Aktionsart classes: In Figure 5 , situations are divided into those which take place over time (events) and those which hold at a given point in time, states (STA). Within the class of events, a division is made between those events which culminate in a specific resultant state (directed events) and those which do not (episodic events). The class of directed events is divided into accomplishments (ACH), effected changes of state, which involve a preparatory process, and achievements (ACH)
Achievements are state changes which come about rather than being brought about (Dowty 1986 , Van Valin & LaPolla 1997 . Within the class of episodic events, we distinguish between activities and phases. The label activity is used to refer to the class of actions which occur over a period of time but do not culminate (Binnick 1991:142-143) . This category includes both internally homogeneous activities (HOM-ACT) and activities which comprise iterated subevents (HET-ACT). The category of phase includes nondynamic situations which nonetheless have duration. This category has a single member, that of state phases (STA-PHA). Because state phases begin and end within the reference interval, they can be assigned an explicit duration, as in (23a).
In contrast to states, state phases have perfective behavioral properties. For example, they can be enumerated, as shown in (24a), and they cannot be reported by means of the simple Present tense, as shown in (24b). Like states, however, state phases require no energy expenditure for their maintenance:
(24) a. Anna was ill for two weeks twice b.
*Anna is ill for two hours.
Situation types are both conceptual gestalts and topological structures. Aspectual topology underlies space-time analogies that are widely used in aspectual theory, in which states count as masses and events as individuals based on criteria like enumerability and internal composition (Mourelatos 1978) . Gestalt-based situation-type categorizations describe the relationship of the situation type in question to a causative prototype (Smith 1997 , Croft 1998 .
They are fundamental to aspectually based theories of argument linking. It therefore makes sense that both causal and temporal representations matter in aspectual type shifts. In the next three subsections, I will describe these two representational systems and two mapping operations, permutation and concatenation, which mediate between input and output representations . Rappaport Hovav & Levin (1998) , henceforth RHL, capture the distinction between aspectual and frame-specific features of verb meaning by proposing a set of fixed event-structure templates with which verbs can combine. Verbs 'fill in' information represented by constants; the type of the constant determines the information that the verb must provide. Table 2 presents an adaptation of RHL's inventory of event-structure templates. homogeneous and heterogeneous activities. The state-phase template, as shown, contains the operator HOLD. This operator combines with a stative situation type to yield a state which begins and ends within the reference interval. The homogeneous-activity template, as shown, also contains the operator HOLD. In this template, however, HOLD takes two arguments: a state radical and an effector. The effector argument is also an argument of the state radical; this notation reflects the fact that the subject-denotatum, although nonagentive, is responsible for the maintenance of the denoted state. The template for heterogeneous activities contains the operator REPEAT. This operator has the same valence and 'control' properties which HOLD has in the homogeneous-activity template. The use of the REPEAT operator captures the observation that heterogeneous activities, e.g., skip, consist of iterated type-identical events. Since a heterogeneous activity is itself an event, a heterogeneous activity may replace the event variable in the heterogeneous-activity template. The resulting event is an event chain, or, equivalently, a heterogeneous activity. As in RHL's original model, the achievement template properly includes the state template, while the accomplishment template contains the templates for activities, achievements and states, respectively.
Causal representation.

Aktionsart Class Causal Representation
RHL propose a single mechanism of semantic derivation, TEMPLATE AUGMENTATION:
"Event structure templates may be freely augmented up to other possible templates in the basic inventory of event structure templates" (p. 111). The added structures are the subevents represented by operators, e.g., BECOME. Template augmentation involves the unification of Aktionsart representations. Through template augmentation, an event-structure template, e.g., the heterogeneous-activity template, projects that event-structure representation by which it is entailed-the accomplishment template. Template augmentation thereby drives verbal valence augmentation at the syntactic level. For example, the verb sweep has both a monovalent activity pattern (She swept for hours) and a trivalent accomplishment pattern, in which it denotes causation of motion (She swept the dust off the steps); the accomplishment template licenses both the direct object and locative oblique.
Template augmentation is a more constrained operation than unification, in two respects.
First, augmentation allows only pairwise unifications. Second, augmentation is limited to the addition of a single subevent, as expressed by an operator and the arguments it projects. For example, although accomplishment and state templates overlap, creating an accomplishment template from a state template would entail the addition of two subevents: that headed by BECOME and that headed by CAUSE. One can, however, build an accomplishment representation from an activity representation: this entails the addition of a single subevent, represented by the operator CAUSE and its two situation-type arguments, an activity radical and an achievement radical. The first argument unifies with the representation of the input type. As we will see, both of these constraints can be violated by aspectual mappings.
Temporal representation.
Temporal representation captures the patterns of stasis and change which characterize each situation type. They do not, for example, represent causal links between contiguous situations or agentive implications attaching to certain participants. Table 3 gives temporal representations for the six Aktionsart classes discussed above: This point will become particularly relevant when we consider chained events which represent habitual and generic situations.
Aspectual mapping.
Rather than being suppletive relations, aspectual mappings are based on shared structure. That is, all aspectual mappings are subject to a principle which I will refer to as Aktionsart Preservation. This principle is described in (25) This type shift involves the addition of the operator BECOME, or, equivalently, a transition, to the causal or temporal representation of the state. 7 As an example of selection consider the explicit type shift performed by the copular resultative construction in English:
(27) a. The truck is loaded. b.
The soup is cooled. Occasionally, permutation operations appear to violate Aktionsart Preservation These violations are in fact only apparent, since the relevant mappings are in fact mapping chainsordered pairs of mappings, the first of which feeds the second. I will refer to these chained mappings as INDIRECT TYPE SHIFTS since they involve the mediation of a third aspectual category.
Indirect type shifts exist because semantic transitions, as equivalence relations, are transitive; that is, if A=B and B=C then it follows that A=C. Indirect type shifting will be invoked below in the analysis of the Progressive.
Concatenation.
Like other mappings in the general class of repetition operations, concatenation applies to an event type (i.e., dynamic situation radicals), and outputs a series of events which are type identical both to one another and to the input event. In addition, like other iteration operations, concatenation is used to represent both implicit and explicit type shifting, e.g., coerced readings triggered by frequency adverbials, as in (28) 
Aspectual concord constructions: The Frame Adverbial construction. The Frame
Adverbial construction is represented in Figure 6 . This construction is an adjunct-licensing construction as described by Kay & Fillmore (1999:11-12) . Adjuncts and arguments are licensed in distinct ways in this model. While arguments are valence elements of the minimal lexical verb, adjuncts are contributed by particular constructions which unify with a lexical verb entry, augmenting the verbal valence. The result is a verb entry, rather than a branching structure. This flat representation appears justified in light of the fact that there is no strong evidence for the recursive branching V' structures that have traditionally been used in X-bar models to represent strings of adjuncts. In Figure 6 , we see that the Frame Adverbial construction adds an adverbial expression to the valence set of the lexical verb. This valence set minimally contains one additional valence member, that element whose grammatical function is subject. The adverbial element (a preposition phrase headed by in) itself has a valence structure. The first member of the valence set is an event expression, whose semantic index is identical to that of the verb itself.
The second valence member is an oblique expression denoting an interval. The semantic frame expressed by the adjunct is one in which event occurrences are counted. This construction is a concord construction. The construction denotes a telic event and the valence set of the adverbial element calls for an event of this same type. This construction is unlike Indefinite Determination, in that it is nonbranching: there are no boxes within it. Nonetheless, this construction projects a sisterhood relation and constrains this relation by means of an aspectual concord requirement, making it analogous to constructions like Indefinite Determination.
The adjunct which is added to the verbal valence is interpreted according to the logic of containment, as described in section 1. As discussed in that section, judgements of containment entail upward vis-à-vis intervals, and are therefore limited to those events which culminate within the relevant time frame. Therefore, frame adverbials select exclusively for those event radicals which denote or entail a change of state. As a result, examples like (31) 
Aspectual Shift Constructions: The Progressive
The Progressive, like the Frame Adverbial construction, specifies a concord relationship via cross-indexation in paired valence sets. Unlike the Frame Adverbial construction, however, the Progressive construction also contains information about constituent structure: it has a binarybranching structure, in which an auxiliary head (be) is paired with a VP sister whose morphology is that of a gerund. The aspectual mapping performed by the Progressive is directly reflected in its formal structure: the auxiliary head denotes a state and the participial complement denotes the situation radical from which that state is derived. However, a precise aspectual characterization of the type denoted by the complement has proven elusive. The Progressive appears to be less selective with regard to its input type than its type-shifting function would lead one to predict. I will argue that this apparent lack of selectivity in fact reflects restrictive input conditions coupled with broad coercive capacity.
The Progressive construction is shown in Figure 7 . It is an instance of the COINSTANTIATION construction, as described by Kay & Fillmore (1999:22-23 ). The
Coinstantiation construction captures both raising and control phenomena by requiring unification of the INTRINSIC (nonrelational) semantic values of an argument of the head verb and that valence member of the VP complement whose grammatical function is subject. In Figure 7 , the unification formula captures the 'raising' property of the auxiliary head be. The Progressive as depicted in Figure 7 is a shift construction: its VP complement denotes an event of the ACTIVITY Aktionsart type 9 and the construction denotes a state which holds during the interval for which the activity goes on (this period is represented as an argument of the ACTIVITY frame,
where it carries the referential index #5). The explicit type-shift performed by the Progressive involves the selection operation: the state which the Progressive denotes represents an intermediate rest in the temporal representation of the input activity. The Progressive construction can unify with any tense construction. A sentence which is licensed by the combination of the Progressive construction and a tense construction (e.g., the Past) has an interpretation which is identical to that of a simplex state predication of the same tense. As per Partee (1984) , we assume that states include the reference time for which they are asserted. This inclusion relation accounts for the ability of a state to temporally overlap prior and subsequent events in a temporal discourse. Events, by contrast, are included within the reference times for which they are asserted, accounting for our intuition that events succeed one another in a temporal discourse.
The Progressive, as a stativizing device, triggers coercion when combined with a stative complement VP, as per the Override Principle (5). The concord feature which is relevant to the application of the Override Principle is the feature ACTIVITY, which, as required, is invoked by both daughters in the construction. This feature expresses the semantic type of the VP complement and, via the unification index #4, the semantic value of the second valence member of the auxiliary head be. The activity feature 'wins out' over the stative feature of the input lexical item. By analyzing the VP complement of the Progressive construction as denoting an activity, we capture the intuition that Progressive-form state predications like ( Activities, like accomplishments, are enabled to continue by the energy input of an animate entity. The subject denotata of such predications are participants in a causal chain, whether they are agents, effectors or objects which an agent has oriented or configured in a specific way (e.g., socks which are in a bundle are located on the floor but not lying on the floor). The complement VPs in Progressive sentences like We were living in Boulder denote internally homogeneous activities analogous to those which require the Progressive form in (36-39) . 10 The effector argument assigned by the operator HOLD in the causal representation of the homogeneousactivity type represents the agentive properties which accrue to the subject denotata in (36-39).
Crucially, a bounded state is not ipso facto a homogeneous activity; it is merely a state phase. By assuming that state phases and homogeneous activities are distinct situation types, we can explain why certain Progressive-form stative predications, exemplified in (40-42) are anomalous:
(40) *His hair is being green this semester. process/event which, if it does not continue in the real world, has a reasonable chance of continuing in some other possible world " (1998:355) . This view presents a paradox, since we cannot obviously provide a semantic representation for a stage of an event while preventing the variable which represents this event from being existentially bound. It is as though we had to represent the semantics of a Partitive NP, e.g., an engine from an old Volvo, while ensuring that the entity corresponding to the term an old Volvo is not part of the discourse model. This would make little sense; we cannot extract a portion from a type whose existence is not presupposed. A possible solution to this problem is to propose that the event exists in the discourse model but that it is "stripped" of its culmination point (De Swart 1998: 355 Swart's particular approach to the intensionality problem is to ensure through embedding that the event variable upon which the Progressive operates is not added to the discourse model (pp. 354-355) . This solution does not seem to generalize, however, because event variables representing activities (e.g., She was talking with her friends) are clearly existentially bound. How will the rule which constructs a discourse representation from a Progressive sentence know the difference between an event which should 'pop up' to main box of the representation and that which must not? The solution adopted here-to assume that the 'input' event type is inherently processual (i.e., an activity)-avoids such problems.
Under the present proposal, a Progressive sentence like She is drawing a circle denotes a state which is a subpart not of the accomplishment type She-draw a circle but of the activity type which is entailed by the semantic representation of the accomplishment type. Since this activity can be identified with the preparatory activity that circle-drawing entails, circle-drawing can be distinguished from square-drawing etc. within the narrow window afforded by a Progressive assertion (see Parsons 1990 and Mittwoch 1988 for a compatible proposals). The only event variable which is added to the discourse model by a Progressive assertion is the activity denoted by the VP complement of the Progressive construction. Because of the subinterval property, any reasonably sized portion of this activity is sufficient to verify the occurrence of that event. The ontological nature of the situation type added to the model, and thus the nature of the commitment made by a speaker who employs a Progressive assertion, is expressed by the semantics of the Progressive construction: this construction denotes a state which holds during the time that a particular activity goes on. If I make an assertion that preparatory activity (e.g., circle drawing) was going on at some point, I say nothing about whether or not that preparatory activity led to its logical culmination (a completed circle).
But of course the representation of the Progressive construction given in Figure 6 predicts that we will induce a unification violation when we attempt to combine a telic verb or VP like draw-a circle with the construction, since the construction requires a complement denoting an activity. Only a complement with a processual denotatum, like play-cards or dance-, unifies unproblematically with the Progressive construction as represented in Figure 7 . This poses a problem, since clearly telic VP complements ARE welcomed by the Progressive, as in, e.g., They
were baking a fruitcake. The solution to this problem depends upon the Override Principle. I postulate that Progressive sentences containing telic VP complements are instances of coercion.
In interpreting the sentence They were baking a fruitcake, the interpreter must derive an interpretation of the VP complement which is compatible with the activity feature that the construction imposes on its complement daughter. Since accomplishment predicates like bake-a cake entail processes, the compromise interpretation will be one in which the VP complement baking a fruitcake denotes the preparatory process which leads to the existence of a fruitcake. As we observed above, this preparatory process can be verified under the same circumstances that lead to verification of the state which the Progressive sentence denotes. The Aktionsart-based permutation involved here, in which an accomplishment radical receives an activity construal, involves selection: an activity is selected from the causal representation of the input accomplishment radical. This type shift has a precedent in coercions triggered by the presence of durational adjuncts, e.g., for ten minutes. For example, the accomplishment predicate walk home receives an activity construal in (43): (43) She walked home for ten minutes and then decided to take the bus.
As in the case of the Progressive sentence They were baking a fruitcake, the activity denoted is entailed by the causal representation of the event radical.
What of the combination of the Progressive and an achievement radical, as in She was winning the race? This combination again yields a coerced processual interpretation of the VP complement. Our intuitions suggest that a Progressive-form achievement predication denotes a preparatory phase which is not entailed by the corresponding simple Past predication (She won the race). Dowty (1986) describes achievement verbs as "those kinesis predicates which are not only typically of shorter duration than accomplishments, [but also are not ordinarily understood]
as entailing a sequence of subevents, given our usual everyday criteria for identifying the events named by the predicate" (p. 43). Our intuition that sentences like She was winning the race stretch out the temporal profile of an achievement to reveal its subevents makes sense only if we recognize such sentences as instances of coercion. Since the Progressive requires that its lexical complement denote an activity, the interpreter of a Progressive-form achievement predication is induced to 'find' an activity phase within an event which would otherwise represent a momentaneous transition. An achievement predication which entails the occurrence of a preparatory activity is for all intents and purposes an accomplishment; the sentences She was winning the race and She was fixing the fence are identical so far as the contribution of the Progressive is concerned. This equivalence is represented in our system by means of an indirect type shift: an activity predicate is added to the causal representation of the input achievement radical; this predicate then becomes available for selection, resulting in an activity representation.
The analysis of Progressive-form achievements offered here is a departure from standard accounts, since Progressive-form achievement predications are generally said to require iterated readings, as in She was blinking (Herweg 1991 , Langacker 1991 , Bickel 1997 (45): (45) They picked up donations on Tuesdays.
The Progressive construction simply requires a participial complement denoting an activity, and iterated events qualify as such.
Tense Constructions: The Present in French and English
As has been widely noticed, the French Present construction has a wider range of uses than its Bybee, Perkins & Pagliucca (1994:152) , the Present Progressive and Present tense participate in a privative opposition, in which the Present tense is the unmarked member: "the Simple Present carries no explicit meaning at all; it refers to the default situation from which other tenses represent deviations". Because of its bleached semantics, the Present can "absorb the meaning inherent to normal social and physical phenomena, and this meaning if described and broken down explicitly, consists of habitual occurrence and behavior as well as ongoing states" (ibid). The analysis appears to raise more questions than it answers. First, why should states be more "normal" than ongoing events? Second, why should a meaningless construction require a disjunctive definition, involving both ongoing states and habituals? But even leaving these concerns aside, one could not describe the aspectual constraints which the Present exhibits, and the coercion effects which it performs, if one did not view it as meaning something. I propose that the Present tense is a concord construction in both French and English.
In both languages, the Present construction both denotes and invokes a state type. Unlawful combinations are 'amnestied' as per the Override Principle. The Present construction is shown in Figure 8 .
Error!Figure 8. The Present construction
As shown in this figure, the Present construction signifies a deictic relation; the sem value of the Present suffix includes the frame EQUAL, which expresses an identity relation between reference time and the time of coding. Accordingly, this frame has two arguments, a REFERENCE TIME (indexed by the unification variable #5) and the (deictically indexed) time of speaking. The frame INCLUDE, which similarly has two arguments, expresses an inclusion relationship between the situation denoted by the verbal head (which carries the unification index #1) and reference time (an interval which carries the unification index #5). The verbal head of the construction denotes a state, as indicated by its frame value. The STATE frame has one argument, an interval, since states are properties of times rather than individuals (Herweg 1991 
Conclusion
Coercion effects have been invoked in support of modular grammatical architectures, because they involve meanings which are not linguistically expressed. These same phenomena have here been interpreted in a very different way, as evidence for syntactic patterns which, like words, denote types of entities and events. We assume that the set of types denoted and evoked by constructions is a universal inventory. On this assumption, it makes sense to ask why two constructions which denote the same type, e.g., the English and French Present constructions, should show distinct patterns of coercion. A satisfactory answer to this question will certainly involve the effects of quantity-based inference. Where shift constructions are available to perform a given aspectual mapping, as is the Progressive in English, the mapping is unlikely to be performed by a less specialized concord construction, e.g., the Present. It remains unclear, however, what conditions favor the diachronic development of shift constructions. While the use of an explicit type-shifting devices can be viewed as a hearer-based accommodation, arising from the drive toward maximal transparency, the use of an implicit type-shifting device can be seen as a speaker-based optimization strategy, involving economy of effort. These two countervailing factors-effort conservation and informativeness-conspire to ensure a relatively balanced division of semiotic labor, as described by Horn (1984) : type-shifting functions are apportioned relatively equally among shift and concord constructions in each language's inventory.
no phrase consists simply of a noun. If a given lexical noun is of the appropriate semantic class, it will simply unify directly with any grammatical-function position in a construction. In accordance with Goldberg (1995) , I therefore employ a version of the CG architecture which allows for unification with overrides, as per the Override Principle to be described in Section 2.
2 In a construct-a linguistic string licensed by a unified combination of constructions-any unspecified values (as for the maximality attribute of a mass noun) will be 'filled in', as Definite
Determination imposes a [max-] value on its nominal daughter.
3 See Zwicky (1995) for a discussion of construction-based grammar as a model of nonlocal licensing relationships (e.g., "niece licensing", in Zwicky's terms) and exocentric determination of syntactic category membership. 4 The maximality-based model in CG targets the same combinatory constraint that X-bar syntax captures by requiring that sisters to lexical heads be phrases. However, while the term maximality suggests a model based upon phrasehood, being maximal is not equivalent to being a phrase. The maximal word water in She drank water is not 'both' a noun and a noun phrase. The syntactic context plays no role in determining whether the nominal water is more appropriately categorized as a phrase or as a bare noun. It is always merely a noun, whether it receives the value [max+], via unification with the VP construction, or the value [max-], via unification with the Definite Determination construction. See Kay & Fillmore (1999:10) for discussion. 5 The label SM-determination refers to the construction which combines the unstressed determiner some with a nominal head denoting a mass type, as in (2b) above. 6 The category of state phase should not be confused with that of STAGE-LEVEL PREDICATIONS, as described by Partee (1991) (a) When I got to the supermarket, all the tomatoes were on sale. 7 The mapping which shifts states to state phases, while unproblematic at the level of causal structure, presents a problem for temporal representation. At the level of causal structure this mapping involves the addition of the operator HOLD, a single component of causal representation.
This mapping conforms to the constraint on minimal transitions. At the level of temporal representation, however, this mapping violates the constraint on minimal transitions, since it involves the addition of TWO components of temporal representation: the onset and offset transitions. Bickel (1997:124-126) solves this problem by assuming that the temporal representations of states include an onset transition. Under this assumption, the shift to an episodic reading involves only the addition of a single (terminal) transition. Since, however, this solution neutralizes the grammatically relevant distinction between state and achievement representations, I do not adopt it here.
8 As observed by Dowty (1986:43-44) and Van Valin & LaPolla (1997) , among others, aspectual types are expressed by predicate-argument combinations, rather than lexical verbs. However, I
will assume, following Dowty, that the aspectual type of the verb is derivable from the type of its projection, whether this projection be a verb phrase or sentence. Because all information conveyed by attribute-value matrices is available at every node in a construct (a licensed combination of constructions), the semantic type information contributed by the verb's arguments is in the valence set of the verb. Therefore, the information necessary to perform aspectual categorization will always be available at the level of the verb. Information sharing obviates the need for us to propose that aspectually sensitive adjuncts are adjoined to sentences or VPs. This move would have no obvious rationale in the syntax and would serve solely to ensure that the adjunct has a sister to which the relevant aspectual features can accrue.
9 While the complement of the Progressive auxiliary be belongs to the syntactic category VP, its semantic type is that of event. Via coinstantiation, the subject requirement of the head verb of the VP complement is satisfied, i.e., 'accounted for', since it unifies with the NP which serves as subject of the finite auxiliary. Notice that we need not assume, as is traditional in the transformational tradition, that the complement of the auxiliary is 'syntactically' a sentence. 10 As we have seen, the activity class includes not only homogeneous activities of the sleep-type Adverbials denoting 'accretion' of a gradient property are incompatible with telic predications, as shown by the ill formedness of (e):
(e) *She broke the glass faster and faster.
Such adverbials are also incompatible with state radicals, as shown by the ill formedness of (f):
(f) *She is a French professor more and more.
imposed by the Progressive construction. Instead, these adverbials can be viewed as themselves coercing activity readings. For example, a predication whose head is a state verb denotes a set of iterated episodes (i.e., an event chain) when combined with a comparative adverb:
(g) She liked that song more each time she heard it.
It could be argued that (g) constitutes a state sentence rather than an activity sentence, since it could as easily be presented in the simple present tense, as in (h):
(h) She likes that song more each time she hears it.
As I will argue below, however, the mere fact of co-occurrence with the Present tense is not evidence of stativity, since the Present tense can coerce stative readings of otherwise perfective predications. For this reason, I will reject Langacker's (1994) division between habitual sentences, as in (h), and repeated-event sentences, as in (g). Both (g) and (h) represent iteratedevent sentences, i.e., activities. In the case of (h), however, the Present construction has imposed a state reading on what would otherwise be an activity radical.
